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We first launched our research and development program focused on the use of 
virtual reality in working at height awareness training in 2019. Now, we are proud to 
present a product tailored to the challenges of the 21st century. We came up with 
over a 100 unique simulations dealing with common dangers and problems you 
are sure to face when working at height in the energy industry, in construction, tele-
communications or manufacturing. All scenarios are available in the basic training 
mode as well as learning mode. In-app, we recreated the complete environment of 
our Training Venue; from here with a simple click you can change between various 
scenes – chimneys, lattice masts, poles or columns, construction sites, tanks, various 
buildings, factories, or warehouses.  

In the learning mode you will be accompanied by a strict instructor, who will point 
out all your errors. This VR assessor will then grade you, letting you know how many 
points you earned during your game. Use the basic training mode to move freely, 
learn at your own pace and enjoy the experience.

To use the VR training simulator you will need some equipment, which you can get 
from any good computer store of your choice, however, should you wish to do so, you 
can rent it from us as well. Full technical support will be provided. 

You can use some ready-made training scenarios, prepared by our experts at Rock 
Master – we have been providing safe work at height training since 1990. You can 
also configure your own custom scenario. 

Our product is aimed both at individuals as well as companies which provide work 
at height trainings to their clients. Try it out to stand out from the crowd of competitors 
and achieve a unique market position.

Be bold, be future-proof. Get in touch now: VR@rockmaster.eu 

An innovative alternative to traditional trainings

Virtual reality for use 
in working at heights 
awareness training



SAFETY

Why is VR training at Rock Master the best choice? 

LEARN MORE EFFICIENTLY

TRAIN ANYWHERE & ANYTIME

INFINITE REPETITIONS

BREAK THE (DEADLY) ROUTINE

ONE-TO-ONE TRAINING

“Real” falls from heights end in severe injuries 
or even death. VR trainings are free of this risk.  

Studies show that VR-supported learning proves more 
efficient and effective in comparison to traditional       
lectures and presentations.

You can train wherever it’s convenient for you.            
No specialist training venue and no PPE are needed. 

Repeat every exercise as often as you like – risk-
free and without needing to “bother” an instructor.

Stuck in a rut? That’s even more dangerous when 
working at height. VR trainings feature special 
“stimuli”, designed to raise your awareness of the 
risks involved.

Trainings can be organized for a single person, 
there is no need to gather a group – that’s especially    
beneficial under pandemics conditions and also 
allows for less disruption to your company’s daily 
activities.
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